Social Council Meeting - 09/10/13
IN ATTENDANCE:
David Kemp (VP Students)! !
Lauren Read (Sports & Clubs)!
Jaime Hoopes (LSS Services)!
Paul Kressock (President)**!

!
!
!

!
!
!

Rochelle Collette ( Finance)
Andrea Fraser (Communications)
Wes Berger (Upper-Year Representative)

Event Updates
- will basically stay the same as last year, but will be centered around something other
than alcohol
- date change September 17th - 18th for the Bull Houser Tupper Trivia night
- new firms & new Friday Social events coming up -- all are planned & dated with the
exception of RBS
- logo for Friday Social -- to be developed by Andrea
- idea to change Semi-Formal to a Carnival event -- Speakeasy / Gatsby night / etc
Alcohol
- sponsor -goal to have better beer & wine provided -- Big Rock offered 25%; Marc
Anthony Group offered 15% -- these deals will be offered to all LSS-affiliated entities
- reps from the companies may come to events, thus eliminating the need to hire
bartenders for events
- the benefit of the MAG sponsorship is that their range of products allows for different
levels of sponsorship for Socials
- decision to be made at the next meeting of the Council -- Rochelle would like to see a
profit breakdown or the 3 “levels” of firm sponsorship
- housekeeping details will be taken care of by David/Wes/Jaime
- we need a list of people with vehicles to buy & transport alcohol
- Graham Mac
- Toby Hennenburg
- look around for others with a truck
Boat Cruise
- location for the after-party TBA
- Need to confirm the boat as soon as possible
- Have been offered the Magic Spirit at $075 + GST, capacity of 387
- Looks like an excellent boat; consensus reached that Dave will book the boat ASAP
- Break even 255 tickets at $25 a piece
- Dave will discuss finances w/ Rochelle; need a copy of the contract a minimum of two
weeks before the event

- Paul discussed the need to closely monitor ticket sales; last year money was lost due to
tickets sold without any cash changing hands

- Paul will order tickets
Friday Social -- Harris LLP
- event details TBA -- will be discussed at the next meeting
Social Council Volunteers
- Lauren will be emailing sports & clubs to solicit volunteers
Movember
- Dave wants to add a calendar to the event -- possibly hand the work off to a sport/club
or the first year reps (who will be decided by September 17)
- idea - have people submit photos with mustaches (fake or real)
- long argument ensued between Rochelle & Dave regarding a Movember calendar
- will include mustache auction, photo contest and potentially the contested calendar
- Single Urquhart LLP will sponsor (to be confirmed)

